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About This Game

Sort the Cube is a minimalistic puzzle game in which you have to arrange all the sides of a cube in the proper order by sliding
around the little pieces that make up the cube into the blank spot.

The game features:

Several cube sizes

A couple of images

Selectable shuffling

So prepare yourself and start putting those little cubes into their places. And don’t forget that the cube has six sides.
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Title: Sort the Cube
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Lyubomir Vasilev
Publisher:
Lyubomir Vasilev
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 2 GHz or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 Compatible

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Bulgarian,Russian
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sort the cube. sort in cube

Love the Space Pilgrim series and the first year Space Pilgrim Academy. Excellent! Hope there is more to come.
. Rage quit simulator, there's achievements for dying it's that difficult..... Had to buy a new keyboard to play other games, came
back to this one, had to buy another keyboard.....

10/10 would break keyboard again. Surprisingly great! Among the tightest platforming controls I've ever experienced. I usually
find this kind of game (flow platformers, such as N+ or Supermeatboy) to be really hard to be good at but moving in this game
feels so natural. I "got it" almost right away and could react and overcome tricky jumps the very first time I encountered them.

This feels like how the Strider remake looked like it felt.

Also, impressively violent kill animations!. There was a child at the age of .5 as a captain of a battleship.

'Nuff said.. Now if only this game had cutting physics.. Better collision, and less stupid scenarios where you have 3 people
surrounding you (This would be fine if it was Full-Dive VR, but due to how clunky our current VR Is, it's basically a fight
against your cable and your surroundings to even turn around rather then those 3 guys you're trying to perfect strike but fail to
understand how to properly land one) this game would be perfect, oh and a bigger map. If you can even call this a "map".

If you used this fighting and implemented it into a decent stat point traditional RPG, it'd be perfect.

Also different opponents with different fighting styles would be nice. Wouldn't it be nice to fight a cat warrior who keeps
jumping around and stuff in really flashy ways, or a huuuuge muscly tank guy.

A skilled Swordsman.

A puny woman with a dagger..

Etc.. Not just a bunch of masked big dudes that don't even get cut and just die out of bleeding after hitting them enough times..
Really average, you should stick to Max Payne who is clearly the inspiration for this game.

It was fun for a while though and I did finish the whole thing.

Buy it only if it is on sale and really cheap.. I'm sorry but i'm not into that♥♥♥♥♥♥ ilmao
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I received a review copy of this and have been playing it for a few weeks. It's a fun concept for a game and I like the
management of my colony that I have to feed, groom, keep them healthy and even entertain them with toys. The breeding part is
good although I'm still getting up to speed with creating the ultimate beetle warrior as man some of those spiders are tough. The
developer is responsive and even recently just taken time to comment on my video with some tips and advice about the UI.

There are regular updates to the game that so far have added extra levels, changes to the ui and even how the graphics for the
beetles look.

I'd recommend it as it's a fun game and well worth the price

If you want to see some of the game in action and watch me do missions and breed check out my series.
https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=loGb7ukD4dY
. At least the splash screen looks cool.

This is a game where you play as a crow. As the only game with this feature, there is some reason to play it.

This game is worth about three dollers. It's a little different, and a little fun.. Well, this thing worth even at full price because it
is not that expensive.

If you like Nekopara series then you shall watch this one or play Nekopara Extra.
because who don't want to watch the adorable catgirls when they are still kittens.

Although I wish the video is longer tho. (or become a series instead)

No op song, only have ending song I sad >.<. I can't open this game after the March update. It is a great and nostalgic game for
the fans of deep strategy games. Graphics are of course outdated and not promising so much but atmosphere is fantastic. If you
like old strategy games from times when "strategy" really important to win, this game is for you! Buy, play and enjoy!. She's a
nice character but i was suprised by the fact that she was stronger than Nep when i got her. way behind in lvl's too... If
you\u2019re a Stan Sakai fan and you want to spend a little time playing pretend Usagi? Buy this game on your phone. Even as a
big Yojimbo fan, I can\u2019t in good faith tell people to buy the pc version of this mess. Everyone else? There are better ways
to spend 4,99.. Beautiful. Just beautiful. I have not seen such an inteligent way of telling a story with characters so rich in
humanity.
  To put pride, greed, fear, jealousy in the characters and at the same time justify these emotions as "just human", is out of pure
genius.
  10/10.. all i usually do is pretend to jerk off my stick man.
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